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COORDINATOR’S CORNER
The 2015 Intern Class is off
to a great start. We have
an enthusiastic class and
great mentors, so there is
no doubt about the success
of the class.

the social time as well. Be
sure and check the calendar
for upcoming garden parties
that are an excellent way to
broaden your garden knowledge while socializing with
other master gardeners.

will have to consult the
website for results of the
board meetings.

Mark your calendars for the
upcoming party! April 21,
the last intern training class,
One thing was clear from
will feature a pizza party
our recent membership sur- Another change being made and project sign up at Henvey – members want more is that the minutes of board dron Hall in Corrales. There
social events, so we have
meetings and the treaswill be plenty of room, so
some changes comurer’s report will be posted veterans bring a dish to
ing. Completion of the into our website, they will no share and come meet the
tern training class will be
longer be emailed. The
newest members of our orcelebrated with a party and treasurer’s report will be
ganization!
project fair, no ceremonies available to SCMGs only. I
just social time. We will
will continue to email the
The days are getting longer,
also be restructuring our
agenda of upcoming meet- spring is coming!
annual meeting to increase ings to all members but you
Sam

HELP WANTED!
We're looking for the next SCMG Historian. The historian will document 2015 and create a photo album at the end of the year. Mike
Stoy recently completed our 2014 book (you can see it in the SCMG
library) and it is absolutely gorgeous (copies are available for purchase - see page 6). The historian isn't expected to take all the
photos, since many project team take and will submit photos of
their activities. If you enjoy photography and would like to document our year in pictures please contact Sam Thompson (see SCMG
roster, or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com for contact info).
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Landscaping with Native Plants
Adapted to the Three Eco-Regions of Albuquerque
Jan Henfling, SCMG Intern
The Native Plant Society of New Mexico (NPSNM) is a non-profit organization
that strives to educate the public about native plants by promoting knowledge
of plant identification, ecology, and uses; fostering plant conservation and the
preservation of natural habitats; supporting botanical research; and encouraging the appropriate use of native plants to conserve water, land, and wildlife.
The NPSNM has approximately 800 members in 8 chapters located throughout
New Mexico and including El Paso, Texas and southwestern Colorado. The Albuquerque chapter's meetings are held monthly on the first Wednesday at 7
pm in the multi-purpose room of the Museum of Natural History, 1801 Mountain Road NW. For more information you can contact Jim McGrath at:
sedges@swcp.com, 505-286-8745, or go to the Albuquerque Chapter's website, www.npsnm.org/about/chapters/albuquerque/. Field trips for members
begin in April.
I attended the January 7th. Meeting of the Albuquerque chapter of the Native
Plant Society of New Mexico (NPSNM). The presentation, “Landscaping with
Native Plants Adapted to the Three Eco-Regions of Albuquerque,” was given by
George Miller, author of Landscaping with Native Plants of the Southwest and
President of the Albuquerque chapter of NPSNM. He showed how to landscape
with wildlife-friendly plants which are adapted to the three major ecological
regions of Albuquerque. He discussed the amazing adaptations of the plants
and the animals they support and how we can restore native habitats in our
yards and neighborhoods.
The February 4th meeting will cover the “Flora of the Four Corners Region.” This presentation will be given by Ken Heil, Botanist, author, Professor Emeritus of Biology/Geology and current adjunct Professor of Biology at San Juan College in Farmington. It will introduce the unique flora described thoroughly with numerous keys in the recently published 1098-page Flora of
the Four Corners Region: Vascular Plants of the San Juan River Drainage – Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico and Utah. The book
is a 2014 finalist for the New Mexico-Arizona Book Awards, was 15 years in the making and includes full descriptions, art-work
by Carolyn Crawford and Glenn Vandre and line Drawings by Linda Reeves. There have been approximately 50 contributors to
the book, which was published by the Missouri Botanical Garden Press in 2013 with over 100 photographs.
On March 4th, Carolyn Dodson will present “Butterflies, Birds and Bees: “Pollinators of New Mexico Wildflowers.” Carolyn has
taught New Mexico wildflower identification courses and published two related wildflower books, will explain the fascinating
relationship between plants and their pollinators is a remarkable example of co-evolution. Flowers have developed conspicuous sizes, colors and odors to attract specialized pollinators. On their part, floral visitors show anatomical and behavioral characteristics that make them efficient fertilizers. Understanding the roles of flowers and their pollinators gives extra enjoyment
to observing flowers in the wild and in the garden.
The April 1st meeting, “The Disappearing Trees of Albuquerque: A Gruesome Tale of Woe Told in Words and Pictures” will be
given by Albuquerque city forester Joran Viers . He will examine the recent trend of tree canopy loss in Albuquerque. will explore the various causes, some preventable and some not, and what might be done to reverse the trend. A general Question
and Answer session on urban tree care in Albuquerque will follow the program.
On May 6th, “Our Favorite Alpine Wildflowers” will be the topic covered by Al Schneider, author of the four corners wildflower
website ( http://www.swcoloradowildflowers.com/) and the app, “Colorado Rocky Mountain Wildflowers.” He is a retired geologist and alpine wildflower enthusiast, John Bregar, will show a bewildering array of alpine wildflowers he has encountered
while exploring above treeline in southwestern Colorado.
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Remembering SCMG Victor Scherzinger
by Sam Thompson, SCMG and Penny Davis, SCMG
It is with great sadness that we bid a fond farewell to Victor Scherzinger, a dear friend, master gardener and
Seed2Need project sponsor. Victor passed away on January 8, 2015 after a long and courageous battle with cancer.
Victor Scherzinger was known as many things during his long life – husband of Nora, father of Remleh and Erin, Naval veteran, business owner, active and giving member of the Corrales community and friend to countless numbers
of people who were blessed to have known him.
What others may not know is the key role Victor played in the rapid growth of Seed2Need.
SCMG Penny Davis met Victor in 2009, when she needed land to grow vegetables for the food pantries. Victor was
so excited about the project that he soon became Seed2Need's biggest advocate, donating not only his own land but
also talking his neighbors, Bob and Janet Lynn, into donating theirs. But Victor went further – from having his printing company print Seed2Need marketing materials to donating his tractor to work the gardens. As a result,
Seed2Need quickly expanded from a tiny 20x20' garden in 2008 to 1.75 acres of garden and over 100 fruit trees by
2014.
Victor even decided to become a master gardener. He joined the 2010 SCMG intern training class and graduated in
spite of the fact that he had been diagnosed with acute leukemia that year. Over the years Victor continued to work
in the garden and was one of the biggest supporters.
Victor contributed to this world in so many ways, but for the master gardeners he was a true catalyst helping to
bring almost a quarter of a million pounds of fresh produce to those in need.
Count yourself fortunate if you were a friend of this man, he had a rare intelligence, boundless generosity and a
wonderful, infectious and occasionally wicked sense of humor. Victor always had a story to tell and a twinkle in his
eyes. There is no doubt that Victor made this world a better place and we will truly miss him.

Pictured L-R: Leslie Davis,
Victor Scherzinger, Penny
Davis and Dennis Hainsey

Photo: L. Davis
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A little Winter Cheer
Dave Pojmann, SCMG

The holidays are over, and the poinsettias are losing their leaves; it's too cold outside to do much in the garden, and
you've already memorized the seed catalogs. If you want a way to use what hard work and nature has provided in
your garden. even in winter, and you want to replace those poinsettias with some color, here's an idea. My wife
wanted a way to add color to our décor as an interim between the holiday trimmings and spring, so we toured our
garden to look for ideas. We noticed seed pods on the trumpet vines, dead flowers on the garlic chive and leeks,
dried up yarrow blossoms, and came up with some ideas. She has a favorite Talavera vase, so we cut the dead
flowers and sprayed them and twigs from our New Mexico olives with paint to match the vase. Voila! In less than
an hour, and at minimal cost, we had a colorful display for the kitchen counter. She also placed garlic chive flowers
in a vase without painting them. As you can see in the pictures, the displays are colorful and attractive. You too,
may have plants in your garden that can be used in a similar manner. All it takes is a little imagination and some
spray paint.
Photos: D. Pojmann

Ben Franklin said:


A good example is the best sermon.



Life's tragedy is that we get old too soon and wise too late.



Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time, for that is the stuff life is made of.



Remember not only to say the right thing in the right place, but far more difficult still, to leave unsaid the wrong
thing at the tempting moment.
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Your New SCMG Website
Scott Lake, SCMG Webmaster

I hope many of you have visited our new website http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/ and like what you see. In
the past year a small group of your fellow members worked to create a better home on the internet for SCMG. The
team members included Sam Thompson, Sandy Liakus, Mike Stoy, Sue Trevor and myself (Scott Lake).
The team goals for our new site were (1) to improve the experience for everyone who accesses the site, (2) to expand outreach by providing articles that are accessible and meaningful to all interested in gardening, (3) to provide
the ability to search for all content on the site, and (4) to provide a comprehensive calendar for all SCMG events.
The team spent a considerable amount of time deciding on the layout and "look" of the new site, and trying to make
the site easy to navigate. The team wanted to make sure visitors to the site were greeted with interesting content
and pleasing visuals. In fact, the visuals at the top of the page change whenever new information is posted so that
visitors see something different whenever they return to the site.
We chose WordPress as the platform to use to develop our site. This Content Management software is used by millions to develop blogs and websites world wide. It is easy to implement and requires very little technical skill. The
content editing features of WordPress are also quite easy to learn for anyone familiar with word processing. Several
of your fellow members have already been trained to help manage the calendar (Cathy Elliot), which is an "add-on"
to basic WordPress and to post articles on the Green News (Dudley Vines).
SCMG members should rely on the website calendar as the authoritative reference for event scheduling, and project
chairs should absolutely ensure that their volunteer and event information is posted in a timely manner. A forthcoming newsletter article will provide directions regarding how to get information posted on the calendar.
Any member interested in learning how to add content, particularly project leads, is invited to contact the web master to arrange training. Email Scott Lake, Webmaster at scmgwebmaster@gmail.com .
I hope all of you will use the site and share it with your friends. Also, please send us comments and suggestions for
the new site. Bookmark it now! http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/
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2014 SCMG Yearbooks Available!
The Sandoval County Master Gardener 2014 Yearbooks have gone to press. The yearbooks are hardbound, 12
inches by 12 inches and 21 pages. There are more than 120 photos of SCMG members, gardens and activities from
2014. We purchased the initial press run at a pre-holiday discount and have a limited number of the yearbooks available at the discounted price of $35. Once these few books are sold additional books can be ordered at the regular
price of $70, which is just slightly over our cost.
If you are interested in purchasing a 2014 yearbook please contact Gretchen Neiman (see your SCMG roster) or
scmgnewsletter@gmail.com .
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Shhh!
Staff
All members of the Sandoval County Master Gardeners can
download the SCMG membership roster by clicking here.
You will need a password. If you don’t have a password,
email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com.
It is our policy not to reveal SCMG members’ private information, including telephone numbers and email addresses.
Therefore, you must keep the information in your membership roster confidential. You must not provide the information to other people nor use it for your own commercial
purposes (don’t be trying to sell stuff to the rest of us!).
Similarly, private contact information is not published in the
newsletter because the newsletter is made public. Instead,
we indicate that interested parties should “refer to the
SCMG roster or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com”. If you
are interested in the activity or just want more information, simply look up the person mentioned in the roster and call
or email. Or send an email to the newsletter saying you’d like contact information for so-and-so about such-and-such.
We will confirm that you are an SCMG member and reply with the contact information within a day.

Online Registration for Advanced Classes
Staff

The first several Advanced Classes have been scheduled. Watch for more!
February 18, 10:00-11:30am

Fruit Tree Pruning, by Elizabeth Gardner

Extension Offices

February 19, 1:00-5:00pm

Horticultural Therapy, by Hank Bruce & Tomi Jill Folk
(advanced signup required)

Extension Offices

February 26, 1:00

Cactus and Succulents of NM, by Woody Minnick

Extension Offices

March 4, 10:00am-noon

Water Quality and Watershed Management,
by Dr. Rossana Sallenave

Extension Offices

March 28, 9:00am-4:30pm

Composting Comprehensive Workshop,
by John Zarola

Extension Offices

April 1, 9:00-11:00am

Vegetable Gardening, by Dr Stephanie Walker

Extension Offices

April 8, 9:00-11:00am

Micro Irrigation, by Dr. Robert Flynn

Extension Offices

NOTE: You may now register for some of the upcoming advanced classes online. If you have already
called or stopped by the office to register you are in the class and do not need to fill out the online
form. Here are the registration links for the first few advanced classes:
http://rsvp.nmsu.edu/rsvp/fruittreepruning
http://rsvp.nmsu.edu/rsvp/horttherapy
http://rsvp.nmsu.edu/rsvp/cactus
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2015 Training Kicks Off
Staff

On January 6, the 2015 SCMG training classes began. Welcome to our future Master Gardeners! Your mentors and
all the rest of the veteran Master Gardeners are here ready to help you in any way possible. You are embarking on
a wonderful adventure where you will receive extensive horticultural training from NMSU professors and other recognized professionals. We encourage you to take maximum advantage of the resources being made available to you.

Above: 2015 interns taking
their seats on the first day
of training.
Right: SCMG Coordinator
Sam Thompson speaks to
the new class.
photos: D. Vines

Play in the dirt, because life is too short to always have clean fingernails.
Anon
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Final Call for Artwork for New/ Updated SCMG Website Logo
Sandy Liakus, SCMG past Coordinator, Web Conversion Committee Member

SCMG Members with artistic and/ or graphic design talent, we need your art ideas for a new and simplified SCMG
icon/ logo for our website and current Facebook page. Submit your digital artwork (pdf, jpg, png, bmp or tiff file) to
the Coordinator – Sam Thompson, Web Master - Scott Lake, or Past Coordinator - Sandy Liakus by February 28th
(email addresses are in the SCMG roster, or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com and ask for the addresses). Hand
drawn artwork may be dropped off at the Extension Office prior to February 28 th. If you have already submitted
artwork last summer when we first made the request, we still have your submittals so you do not need to re-submit
the same work. You may submit additional artwork during this final period.
If you do not have artistic talent or graphic design experience you may still submit a hand drawn sketch or photo of
your idea. For example if you like the current wheel barrel logo and want to preserve that concept in a simplified
graphic, please contact us with that request. We can contact a graphic designer to draw an updated graphic version
that meets the below bulleted design requirements.
An impartial panel of SCMG members will be set up to judge the entries and to select the best 3-5 entries. The final
selection will be made by all our members via an e-survey. The final selected design will be used on our SCMG Web
site as well as for other branding purposes such as on our letterhead and banners.
All submissions will be formally acknowledged, and the artists and design submitters will be recognized.
You may submit original art or modified, non copyrighted clip art that is not currently being used by other Master
Gardener organizations in the country. The following design guide lines have been established to help you in your
design and drawing submissions and will be used as a benchmark to select the final designs.



The new (or updated) logo should portray a unique and easily recognizable brand image for our organization. It should be identifiable as relating to gardening, Sandoval County and New Mexico.



Your design may be abstract, geometric or realistic in appearance. Native plants and other related horticulture imagery may become the basis of your design. Or, just create imagery to depict what SCMG means to
you and the public.



The new logo should not be overly complex (the simpler the better). Many designs may be beautiful but
they do not work well as an easily recognizable organizational logo.



The new logo should have color for use on the website and other branding purposes but it should also look
good in black and white for use as a letterhead or on branded merchandise. If you are submitting a black
and white design describe the color possibilities for the logo.



The new logo should be simple enough to be reduced in scale for use as a letterhead, on embroidery or as a
favicon (web icon). At the smallest size the logo will be used for a favicon in a 16 pixel x 16 pixel version.



The aspect ratio (length to width) should be approximately 1:1 whether in a square, circular or other geometric pattern. Panoramic logo art will not work for a digital icon.




The logo may include printed lettering of either “Sandoval County Master Gardeners” or “SCMG.”



The logo must not use copyrighted material. A search will be conducted to verify that the design is not essentially the same as that currently being used by another Master Gardener organization.

If you will be using some form of non-copyrighted clip art obtained on-line, state so and modify it to form a
unique logo.

Your creativity will be greatly appreciated.
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A Dust of Snow
Jan Koehler, SCMG Intern

On January 13, nature provided a little bit of snow in the area
and Intern Jan Koehler was inspired to share a photo from her
garden and one of her favorite poems.

DUST OF SNOW
The way a crow
Shook down on me
The dust of snow
From a hemlock tree
Has given my heart
A change of mood
And saved some part
Of a day I rued.

Robert Frost

Photo: Jan Koehler

So You Want to Be a Master Gardener?
Staff

For an intern to become a Sandoval County Master Gardener, or for a veteran Master Gardener to retain MG status,
they must fulfill the following annual requirements:
Education
Interns fulfill their education requirement by attending all of the SCMG Training classes required to become a Master
Gardener. Veterans must complete a minimum of 10 Hours of education, including SCMG Training classes or Advanced classes. Interns are welcome and encouraged to attend Advanced classes.
Volunteer Activities
Both veterans and interns must perform a minimum of 30 hours of volunteer activities, of which at least 10 hours
must be earned in a public outreach type activity such as “hotline” or an information table at an event, and the remainder in Community Service and/or Administrative Activities. Volunteer activities must be on projects approved by
the SCMG board. Approved volunteer opportunities will be announced at training classes, in emails, and in the
newsletter. Opportunities for hotline signup will likewise be announced in the spring.
Please also see the article regarding confidentiality.
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Seed2Need
Penny Davis, SCMG

New Mexico is currently ranked #1 in childhood food insecurity and #2 in adult hunger. Since 2008, a slow economic recovery, high unemployment and underemployment significantly increased the number of families requiring
food assistance. Fresh produce, an important component of a healthy diet, is particularly scarce because it is more
expensive than canned or dried goods and it is highly perishable.
Seed2Need is a non-profit, volunteer organization, sponsored by the Sandoval County Master Gardeners, dedicated
to reducing food insecurity in New Mexico by raising fresh produce and donating it to food pantries in Sandoval and
Bernalillo Counties. Crops are selected based on nutritional value, length of harvest, productivity and regional taste.
Most of the 15 food pantries we serve pick up produce directly from the gardens. As a result, the produce they distribute is "farmer's market" quality and is often in the hands of the families who need it within hours of harvest.
Picked fresh. Distributed fresh. Consumed locally by families facing food insecurity.
Our primary focus is gardening. We currently have 1.75 acres of vegetable gardens and approximately 120 fruit
trees. Over the past five years, we have donated almost a quarter of a million pounds of produce to local food pantries. This year, we harvested 63,768 pounds including 25,899 pounds of fruit gleaned from local orchards. In
2013, we planted an orchard of 90 fruit trees and we will be adding another 30 trees this spring.
A multitude of community partners provide volunteers, funding and land. Volunteers include the Sandoval County
Master Gardeners, church groups, students from Bosque School and Albuquerque Academy, the UNM Nutrition Club,
Los Ranchos 4-H, boy and girl scout troops, Eagle Scout candidates and volunteer groups from local businesses such
as Smith's, Jiffy Lube, CarMax and Heads-Up Landscaping. Funding comes from private individuals, local businesses,
grants and charitable foundations. Several of our financial sponsors are also volunteers and/or Sandoval Co Master
Gardeners.
Volunteer Opportunities
March: 30 new bare root fruit trees will be planted. Existing fruit trees will be pruned and sprayed with dormant oil
and a cover crop of New Zealand White Clover will be
planted in the orchard.
April: Gardens will be fertilized and tilled. The t-tape
irrigation systems will be installed. Plastic mulch will be
laid and holes will be drilled through the plastic mulch for
seedlings. Seedlings started in March will be transplanted
into 6-packs by Bosque School students. We will need
SCMG volunteers to help with the transplanting.
If there is enough interest to make the effort worthwhile,
we will order 8 gauge concrete reinforcing wire and build
tomato cages again this year. Tomato cages will be sold
at cost to SCMG volunteers who are willing to help make
ALL of the cages, not just their own. It is strenuous
work.

(continued)

Seed2Need tomato cages built out of 8 gauge concrete
reinforcing wire - they are durable, no t-posts are required,
they do not blow over in the wind, they are easily covered
with row cover and stackable at end of season.
Photo: Seed2Need
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Seed2Need
Penny Davis, SCMG

(continued)
At the last SCMG class in April, row cover will be sold to SCMGs at cost. In the past, this cost has been approximately $10 for a 50' x 10' roll.
For information on the benefits of using row cover to prevent curly top virus, see NMSU study
http://aces.nmsu.edu/ces/yard/archives/february-25-2012.html
May: Seedlings will be moved from the greenhouse into a cold frame to harden and the gardens will be planted in
mid-May.
June - July: Garden maintenance, composting with SCMG and Master Composter John Zarola, and possibly a few
gleaning opportunities.
August - October: Harvest, composting with SCMG and Master Composter John Zarola and gleaning opportunities.
Contact Penny Davis (Seed2Need@gmail.com) or L.D. Alexander (see your SCMG roster, or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com) to be added to the Seed2Need distribution list. A work schedule for the season will be published in
April. Between now and April, work sessions will be announced via e-mail.
For more information and photos of the project, visit us on Facebook at Seed2Need.

New Mexico Organic
Farming Conference
Mariott Pyramid Albuquerque
February 20-21, 2015

The Southwest’s Premier Conference
for Organic Agriculture
A collaboration between Farm to Table, the New Mexico Department of Agriculture’s Organic Program, and the New Mexico State University Cooperative Extension Service.
http://www.farmtotablenm.org/programs/new-mexico-organic-farming-conference/
The Conference offers a vast array of workshops covering many topics and makes available exhibition space for a wide range of products and services. Vital information is shared to help organic
agricultural producers make important decisions in running their existing farm and ranch operations
or in starting a new one.
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Lily’s Generosity (a very short story)

Wowzers, thought Lily. Look at all these beautiful zucchinis ready to pick! Well, I’ll just give some to the neighbors.
Lily filled a basket with the fresh zucchini that was growing so abundantly in her garden. Then she headed next
door and rang the bell. After a couple of minutes with no answer, Lily rang the bell again. That’s odd, she thought.
Their car is in the driveway. Oh, well, I’ll just take this to the Joneses across the street. As she walked down the
driveway, Lily had a strange feeling that she was being watched. She turned around and thought she saw a part in
front window curtain suddenly jerk closed. Weird, she thought. Must have been a draft that made the curtains

move.

What a wonderful crop of zucchini Lily had produced this year. Nature is so generous, she thought. Lily had baked
loaf after loaf of zucchini bread to give away, then baked many more and put them in her freezer. Actually, there
was no room in her freezer for any other food now. She had given sacks of zucchini to all her relatives and friends,
but it seemed like more zucchinis were ready to pick every day.
As she reached the street, her neighbors on the other side stopped as they drove by. “Hi, Lily,” said Amy, who was
driving. “How are you?”
“Hey, you guys!” Lily replied, beaming. “Listen, I was just headed across the street to give the Joneses some zucchini, but this is your lucky day! You can have them instead.”
Amy’s husband, Jeff, suddenly became very animated over in the passenger seat. “No!” he yelled, his face growing
red. Lily was started, and must have shown it. Amy gave Jeff a look, then turned back to Lily and said, “Lily,
thanks, but we still have plenty left from the last batch you put on our porch, really, so go ahead and let the Joneses
have it. We’ll see you later, OK?” The car wheels squealed as Amy took off.
Lily proceeded across the street and rang the Jones’ doorbell. Bill Jones, a big man with a big round pink face,
opened the door. “Well, hello, Lily,” he said. Then, spotting the basket in her arms, he said, “Uh oh! If you’re trying
to get rid of that zucchini, you’re going to have to give it to someone else. We’re all zucchni’d up around here. Our
freezer is full of your zucchini bread, our refrigerator is full of your zucchini, and the whole family is full of your zucchini, too. No more zucchini, please, I beg of you!”
Lily chuckled. Bill was a pretty funny guy. She held the basket out toward him, but he shut the door in front of her.
Lily was a bit surprised. Maybe he didn’t understand that I wanted to give it to him, she thought. She rang the bell
again. “Nobody home!” she heard Bill yell from inside. Lily chuckled again and shook her head. That Bill, she
thought. What a teaser! She stood on the porch another five minutes, but Bill didn’t open the door. Well, now Bill’s
teasing is just going too far, she thought. I’m not going to stand here with a basket of zucchini like some fool. OK,

fine. It’s his loss then. I’ll give it to the Huans down the street.

It was trash pickup day, and the Huans had placed their trash bin at the curb in front of their house. As Lily walked
by, headed toward their front door, she noticed that the trash bin was so full that the lid couldn’t fully close, and
inside she spotted something suspicious. Setting her basket down, she lifted the lid on the trash bin and saw that it
was full of zucchini. The zucchini she had given them a few days ago. “Hmmph!” she snorted. What kind of people
would accept a gracious gift and then throw it away? she thought. What kind of people would throw away perfectly

good food?

Lily slammed the lid down, picked up her basket of zucchini, and marched straight home, indignant about her treatment by her neighbors. The Garcias pretending not to be home while peeking through the curtains, the Flanders

(continued)
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Lily’s Generosity (a very short story)

(continued)
actually peeling out to get away, Bill Jones slamming the door in her face, the Huans throwing away her zucchini –
they were all rude ingrates as far as she was concerned. Lily always made an effort to be a good neighbor, but apparently she lived amongst a bunch of uncivilized crude and inconsiderate barbarians. And after I give them my extra zucchini every year, she thought. Animals!
As luck would have it, the Master Gardeners were having one of their vegetable exchange parties that afternoon.
Wonderful, thought Lily. I’ll take my zucchini where people will appreciate it. Maybe I’ll even trade it for some other

kind of vegetable, but even if I don’t, somebody can have my zucchini.

As Lily put the basket in the trunk of her car, she couldn’t help glancing around the neighborhood to see if anyone
was watching. What the heck is wrong with these people? she was thinking. Am I the ‘crazy zucchini lady’ or

something? Do they think I’m weird because I can grow so much zucchini that I have some to share? The ‘crazy
zucchini lady’, indeed! A few baskets and bags of zucchini isn’t too much.

At the exchange party, Lily set her basket of zucchini on a table. “Gosh, Lily,” said Mike, a fellow master gardener.
“Don’t you ever plant anything besides zucchini? That’s all I ever see you bring to the exchanges. Maybe you
should just plant a couple of zucchinis next year.”
“Oh, Mike! You’re so funny,” she laughed. “Go ahead and take all you want.” Then Lily moved through the crowd
to check out what the others had brought to the exchange. There were lots of really nice vegetables, but everyone
was filling up sacks and by the time she reached any of the tables, everything was gone. A greedy lot, she thought
to herself. You’d think people would take a little and leave some for others. But no – it’s like a feeding frenzy, and

every man for himself!

Before she knew it, the room had cleared out. Only the chairperson of the Vegetable Exchange Committee remained. “Boy, that was quick, wasn’t it?” the woman said. “Yeah, it was,” said Lily. “Like a blue light special at KMart. There was a big stampede, and everything was gone before I even had a chance to get anything at all.”
“Really?” the woman said. “Oh, that’s a shame. But there are a few things left here and there. You can have any
of it you want, because I’m just going to toss everything in the dumpster and straighten up the room.”
~~~
Lily pulled into her driveway and got out of her car. She walked to the back of the car and opened the trunk. She
picked up her basket of zucchini and carried it into the house. She came back and picked up one of the three large
boxes in the trunk. She couldn’t help glancing around the neighborhood to see if anyone was watching. So what?
she thought. So I brought home a few more bags and boxes of zucchini. What about it? Does that make me the

‘crazy zucchini lady’? I’m not crazy. You shouldn’t just throw food away. Someone can always use it.

So what if the food pantries in town had asked her not to bring anymore zucchini? So what if the local nursing
homes and homeless shelters had told her they couldn’t use any more zucchini? Lily carried the boxes inside. She
made a cup of chamomile tea and went out to her garden. She was feeling a little stressed, and being in her garden
always helped her relax. She sat on a bench in the garden and sat her tea down next to her. She closed her eyes
and took a long, deep breath, exhaling slowly. Her shoulders relaxed. The sun was warm on her face and birds
were singing. Another deep breath, and she felt the stress slipping away. She opened her eyes and took a sip of
her tea.

Wowzers, she thought. Look at all these beautiful zucchinis ready to pick!
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Membership Survey Results
Sam Thompson, SCMG Coordinator

First of all, I want to thank SCMG Cassandra D’Antonio for all her work to develop the recent SCMG survey and arrange for the use of surveymonkey to collect responses. I would also like to thank SCMG Pat Gillett for her review of
the survey and thoughtful additions.
I want to thank everyone who took the time to complete the survey. It seems that many of our members are happy
with the organization and the education offered as well as the opportunity to get together fellow gardening enthusiasts. One of the things that many members are not wild about is our volunteer time tracking. I’m not surprised and
we are going to change it. I know what you are saying here we go again with another new time reporting form .
And, of course, you are right. That said, I think you will find this easier – we are simply listing all the SCMG projects
and administrative activities. The projects are grouped as either Public Outreach and Community Service. The Public Outreach projects will count as your hotline and hotline-like activities (though I’d like to retire this somewhat awkward terminology). You will need to complete 10 hours of Public Outreach each year and 20 hours of Community
Service and or Administrative Activities. In addition, 10 hours of continuing education is required (the education reporting format is unchanged). NMSU is requiring Lynda to report our hours on a quarterly basis so please track your
hours each month to make life easier. We are working on a way to allow you to enter and store your hours online.
For the majority of members responding to the survey, weekday afternoon classes are preferred though many would
like to see the locations vary. There were a number of comments about needed a larger venue for classes, and the
Board is aware of the issue and looking for alternatives.
If you’d like to see the survey results, let me know and I will email you a summary of the results and all the comments – names, which were optional in the survey, will not be attached to any comments.
The board will be discussing the survey results for a number of months and considering ways to improve the organization – so please attend the board meeting if you would like to be part of the discussion. During the intern training class the day and time of meeting has been changed to 3rd Wednesday of the month from 2:30pm – 4:30pm.

Meet Sheila Conneen
John Millard, SCMG

Master Gardeners, I would like to introduce you to Sheila Conneen, Intern, Class of 2015. She has joined our organization running. In a previous life, Sheila was a real librarian. At the first Mentor/Intern meeting she agreed to
help out with the Sandoval County Seed Library and has already helped Cande and me get the card catalogue better
organized and is actively sorting and packaging seed donations.
Sheila has also volunteered to become Librarian of the reference material Sandoval County Master Gardeners have
in the Casita. Her first step will be to verify the inventory of books and stuff we have and work with Scott to include
the inventory on our web page so everybody can find out what resource material is available before making a trip
over to check it out. Longer term, she is thinking about a book donation drive from the membership to increase the
scope of our resources.
Send your ideas and comments to Sheila (see your SCMG roster, or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com for contact
information)
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Gardening with the Masters
staff

Elizabeth Gardner, SCMG, ISA Certified Arborist, was the speaker at the January 6 Gardening with the Masters lecture at the Meadowlark Senior Center in Rio Rancho. The event was well-attended, and Elizabeth provided an entertaining and informative discussion of small fruit tree varieties and rootstocks suitable for our area, as well as planting
and care information.
Gardening with the Masters is a long-standing monthly lecture series , presented by the SCMG. Master gardeners
and other invited experts offer useful horticultural presentations for the high desert home gardener. The lectures are
free and open to the public. Elizabeth will also be the presenter for February’s lecture, “Pruning for the Home Gardener”. From time to time Elizabeth leads SCMG advanced classes and workshops related to trees and their care.
Gardening with the Masters future events include (check the SCMG website, too):
Feb. 3:
March 3:
April 7:
May 5:
June 2

Pruning for the Home Gardener - Elizabeth Gardner
Growing Tomatoes - Sam Thompson
Pollinators in Your Garden - Lynda Garvin
Home Composting and Soil Amending - John Zarola

Above: John Zarola, SCMG and Gardening with the
Masters chair, introduces Elizabeth Gardner.
Right: SCMG Elizabeth Gardner begins her presentation on small fruit trees for the home garden.
Photos: D. Vines
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Why not use pruning sealer?

Reprint from Southwest Yard & Garden

Southwest Yard & Garden is a weekly column, written by Curtis W. Smith, Ph.D., Extension horticulture specialist, that addresses garden and landscape questions. Here is a reprint from the February 10, 2001 column found in
the archives at NMSU.
Question:
Why do you recommend that pruning paint not be used on trees? My wife's experience tells her that pruning paint is
a good procedure.
Answer:
It does seem counter to common sense to leave a wound uncovered when we consider it from a human perspective.
That is the way we tend to think about wounds, but remember a tree is not a human, or even an animal, and responds to things in a different manner. In the natural environment, branches break from trees in wind storms and
must have a mechanism to defend themselves without a gardener going into the forest and applying wound sealer
to every injury. Certainly, some of these cause problems for the tree, but in many cases the tree has the natural defense mechanisms to manage the problem.
A tree doesn't ""heal." It only closes over the wound, enclosing the damage inside the tree. It has the ability to compartmentalize diseases and damage tissue sealing them from the healthy tissues in many instances. These damaged
areas then remain in the tree and can be seen many years later if the tree is cut. It is possible to see scars
(compartmentalized damage) caused by fires 50 and 100 years before the tree was finally cut. There are instances
when the damage to a tree is too severe and the tree rots internally, but such damage cannot be stopped by a pruning sealer.
Some people think that pruning sealer will help prevent the tree from "bleeding to death." Trees don't bleed—they
don't have blood. The blood in an animal is critical because it carries oxygen to all the cells within the body. Plant
sap carries water, minerals and sugars, but does not carry oxygen. Loss of blood in an animal will cause cell death
for lack of oxygen. Plants don't have this problem. They can lose a lot of sap without major injury. The dripping sap
just irrigates the tree. Pruning sealers will have little effect in reducing the dripping of sap. It just stops naturally as
the tree compartmentalizes the wound.
Many pruning sealer compounds are black and contain asphalt. This black material absorbs our New Mexico sunlight
and becomes quite hot. The heat can kill the tender cells that the tree produces to close the pruning wound and in
that manner delays wound closure and compartmentalization. Lighter-colored materials do less damage, but any
containing a petroleum-based solvent can damage newly developing wound closure cells.
Scientific research has shown that the pruning sealer is not necessary. Much more important is proper pruning technique. Knowledge of tree anatomy and physiology allows us to prune a tree and allow the tree to use its protective
mechanisms to protect itself. It is also wise to minimize pruning in landscape trees by training a tree when it is
young. Cutting small branches when the tree is young precludes the necessity to cut larger branches later. The large
wounds produced by removing large branches create greater difficulties for the tree.
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Early Women Naturalists of New Mexico
Jan Henfling, SCMG Intern
The New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science features monthly public lectures for adults and older children
presenting eminent scientists and currently newsworthy "hot topics" in science, or topics that relate to the Museum's
exhibits, DynaTheater films, or Planetarium shows.
On December 11, 2014, I attended a Curator’s Coffee, a Café Style Program, about New Mexico’s own early women
naturalists. This was an opportunity to learn about New Mexico’s women naturalists who paved the way for today's
scientists. It included a discussion about efforts to surmount the barriers that still exist for women and people of color in
the STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields.
Karen Herzenberg, the presenter, is a consultant currently working on projects for Bernalillo County Open Space, Valle
de Oro National Wildlife Refuge and the Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility. Previously, she worked as an Interpretive Naturalist for the Rio Grande Nature Center State Park and an elementary classroom teacher for APS. She is on
the advisory committee for the New Mexico Master Naturalist program and leads bird and nature walks in the Albuquerque Metro area.
Many New Mexico women naturalists were presented and discussed. Florence Merriam Bailey was the most notable in regard
to New Mexico because one of the books she published under her
own name was Birds of New Mexico in 1928.
Florence Merriam Bailey was a female field ornithologist working
in New Mexico at a time when women were not permitted to vote,
wear pants, or ride horseback astride. Bailey, however, spent
many seasons in the field in the early 1900s cataloging species for
the US Biological Survey. She wrote eight published books under
her own name, including the first popular guide to bird watching,
Birds Through an Opera Glass (1889) and the comprehensive
Birds of New Mexico (1928). Among her books was Handbook of
Birds of the Western United States (1902) with 600 pages and
about as many illustrations. Bailey also published about 100 articles in ornithological journals. She was awarded the Brewster
Medal by the American Ornithologists' Union, given to an author
of an exceptional body of work on Western Hemisphere birds.

Florence Merriam Bailey, 1904
Photo: public domain (Wikipedia)

The New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science is much more than a museum, offering many educational opportunities and field trips for adults as well as children and families. Find more information at http://
www.nmnaturalhistory.org/adultprograms.html
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2015 Tree Steward Training
Charlene Spiegel, SCMG
Spring is just around the corner, and here are some upcoming Tree Steward events to help us prepare:
Tree Steward Annual Report presented to Rio Rancho City Council –
Please join us for this valuable presentation to learn how Tree Stewards enrich our community and parks with
our volunteer work!
Wednesday, 02/18/15 at 6PM
Rio Rancho Civic Center
3200 Civic Center Drive
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
Tree Seedling Giveaway –
Saturday, 03/21/15 11AM – 1PM
Loma Colorado Library
Free to Rio Rancho residents, four different tree species are being offered:
Sand Cherry
Austrian Pine
Arizona Ash
New Mexico Olive
Spring Tree Steward Training Session I:
Saturday, 05/09/15 8:30A – 3:30P
“Tree Identification and Biology” – presented by Joran Viers, Albuquerque City Forester
Session II:
Saturday, 05/16/15 9AM – 3PM
“Tree Disease and Diagnosis” – presented by John Garlisch, Bernalillo County Extension Agr. Agent
Session III:
Saturday, 05/23/15 9AM – 3PM
“Pruning, Weeds and Tree Wells” – presented by Clay Garner, President, Desert Gardens
For more information, please see the flyer on the next page.

Spring Plant Sale
The Second Annual SCMG plant sale is slated for May 2nd and 3rd at the opening of the Idalia
Road Market Place.
It was so great to get up this bright sunshiny day and start my seedlings and consider which of
my house plants to take cuttings from to donate to the sale
Please keep the sale in mind when you start your plantings this spring. To give you an idea of
what we can use, last year we offered vegetable, landscape, and house plants.
If you have any question about the event please contact Julia Runyan, chairperson. Contact
information is in the SCMG roster, or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com for information.
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Casa San Ysidro Tour for SCMGs
Therese Barts, SCMG
Casa San Ysidro (the Guiterrez/Minge
house) built in 1875 in Corrales is an
outlying segment of the Albuquerque
Museum. It is Alan and the late Shirley
Minge's re-creation of a 19th century
rancho, complete with a small family
chapel, a central plazuela and an enclosed corral. The Casa has open
house festivities twice yearly: the first
in 2015 will be for Heritage Day on Saturday, May 16 and then in the fall for
the Corrales Harvest Festival on Saturday and Sunday, September 26 and
27. For the last 12 years or more, the
SCMG has been invited to participate at
these festive free events with appropriate historic gardening activities for children. In May we help the youngsters
plant native American crops including
Indian corn, beans, sunflowers, and marigolds in their own 4-pack planters to take home to nurture. For tweens and
teens, we offer Indian corn planting kits to take home. In September we generally distribute garlic and hollyhock growing kits. Both of these plants were introduced to the Americas by the Spanish colonists. With all the projects, we tuck
in a pamphlet with growing and historic information geared for children. In the fall, we often have heritage fruit grown
at the Casa for visitors to sample. Of course when the public sees a Master Gardener banner anywhere there are sure to
be questions that we Master Gardeners try to answer.
The Albuquerque Museum and the Casa staff have generously offered the SCMG gratis docent-led tours of the Casa on
Wednesday, March 11 at 1:30 pm. You will get to see all of the original house and the additions that Alan Ward Minge
and his wife made to create this ranchito. Besides, I will show you where
our canopy is usually set up for the
cited festivities and I will have some of
the children’s brochures for you to
peruse. The tour will be at least an
hour long. I will send you a map to
get to the Casa if you need it. I so
hope you will be interested to come to
the tour and then will have time to
volunteer during the open houses.
Please contact me (Therese Barts: see
your SCMG roster or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com) by Monday, March
2 for your tour reservation. Let’s limit
it to SCMG interns and SCMG vets only
at this time.
Photos: T. Barts
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Other Educational Opportunities
Veterans in particular should check out the other educational opportunities listed in this newsletter for fulfilling
their continuing education requirements. Click the links below or see the SCMG website:
Advanced Classes and Workshops
Gardening With the Masters

Southwest Homeowners Series

SCMG Feb 2015
Sunday

Monday

SCMG Board Meetings Third Wednesday of month,
Sandoval County
Extension Office,
2:30pm

Click on links
for details

1

2

8

15

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

No Telephone Hotline until Spring

9

16

Newsletter Articles
DUE!

22

Tuesday

23

3

4

5

6

-SCMG Training 1:00
-Gardening with the
Masters "Pruning for
the Home Gardener"

-DeLavy House garden 9:00am
-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

10

11

12

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

17

18

19

-SCMG Training 1:00

-SCMG Board 2:30
-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm
- Advanced Class:
Pruning 10:00am

-New Beginnings
- Xeriscape Expo
10:00-11:30am
- Advanced Class:
Horticultural Therapy
1:00pm
- Xeriscape Expo
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

24

25

26

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-Composting with
Worms 9:30am
-Adv class: Cactus &
Succulents of NM
1:00pm
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

7
-Trees & Tree Pruning Workshop
9:00am

13

14

20

21

27

28

SCMG March 2015
Sunday

Monday

SCMG Board Meetings Third Wednesday of month,
Sandoval County
Extension Office,
2:30pm

Click on links
for details

1

2

8

15

29

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

No Telephone Hotline until Spring

9

16

Newsletter Articles
DUE!

22

Tuesday

23

30

3

4

5

-SCMG Training 1:00
-Gardening with the
Masters "Growing
Tomatoes"

-DeLavy House garden 9:00am
-SCMG Advanced
Class: Water Quality
& Watershed Mgmt
-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-WaterWise Garden
8:30-11:00
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

10

11

12

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

17

18

19

-SCMG Training 1:00

-SCMG Board 2:30
-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

24

25

26

-SCMG Training 1:00

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am
-SW Home Owners
10:00am

31
-SCMG Training 1:00

6

7

13

14

20

21
-Seed Library 10:00
Orientation, Seed
Starting class

27

28
-SCMG Advanced
Class: Comprehensive Composting
Workshop

